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Physiology
Hereditary Hemochromatosis is a
disease that causes the body to stop
regulating the absorption and storage
of iron by the body’s cells.
> It causes an over absorption of iron,
which is stored in major organs (i.e.
liver, heart) and in tissues and joints.
> This disease can cause heart problems (i.e cardiomyopathy), liver failure, and could lead
to diabetes.
> In extreme cases the disease results in damage/ destruction of organs.
> The only visible symptom of the disease is bronzing of the skin. Other symptoms include:
fatigue, impotence, muscle aches (arthritis), depression, disorientation, loss of body hair,
premature menopause, loss of sex drive, abdominal pains.
> Hereditary Hemochromatosis has a late onset (manifests between 40 and 60 years of
age) > It is “5 times more common in men than in women” - This is thought to be because
women loose iron during menstruation and men do not menstruate.

Molecular Cause
> Autosomal Recessive > Point Mutation > Mutates HFE gene, which is
located on Chromosome 6. This mutation changes the structure of the HFE
Protein. > Normally the HFE protein regulates iron by first binding with
ß-2 microglobulin, and then communicating with transferrin
receptors on the surface of the cell.
>>C282T mutation<< This is the most common mutation
> It is the “more severe phenotype” > change of amino acid at position
282 on the HFE protein > change from (amino acids) tyrosine to cysteine
causes hemochromatosis. > caused by change from G to A at nucleotide
845 on HFE gene > this specific mutation causes: - protein can’t bind to
ß-2 microglobulin and can’t be expressed on the cell surface - thus can’t
interact with transferrin receptor - result is over absorption of iron by the
cells
>>H63D<<
> change of amino acid at position 63 on the HFE protein: change from
(amino acids) histidine to aspartate causes hemochromatosis
> caused by change from C to G at nucleotide 187 on HFE gene > this specific mutation causes: - thought to affect
“pH- dependent intramolecular salt bridge” causing miscommunications between HFE protein and transferrin
- prevents proper function of protein to be carried out, thus iron absorption by the body cannot properly be
regulated
>>S65C<<
> change of amino acid position 65 on the HFE protein > change from (amino acids) serine to cysteine causes
hemochromatosis. > caused by change from A to T at nucleotide 193 on HFE gene > how the mutation causes
hemochromatosis is currently unknown.

Treatments, Risks, and Limits
Currently there is no cure for Hereditary Hemochromatosis, there are only
treatments.
Phlebotomy:
- blood is drawn 1-2 times a week to lower blood iron levels
- 1 unit of blood is taken every phlebotomy session (250 mg of iron in
each unit) - treatment can last up to 3 years. - when iron levels are finally
normal, phlebotomy continues every 2-4 months for the rest of the
patient’s life
When detected, diet will be altered
- no iron supplement pills - no vitamin C supplements: Vitamin C increases
absorption of iron in the cells - no alcohol: 2+ drinks a day can increase
iron intake - no raw shellfish: very high in iron - coffees and teas help
lower absorption of iron

Proposed Cure/ Limits
Synthetic HFE protein injections
- would work like synthetic insulin used to treat those with diabetes
- Genetic recombination would be used to create a synthetic HFE protein;
it would be synthesized in a lab and would be pre- bound with ß-2
microglobulin. The protein would be delivered via syringe into the blood
stream, and then carried to the cells via carrier protein. It could also be
administered via cream, and diffuse through the skin. After entering the
blood stream, and reaching the cells, the synthetic protein would properly
communicate with the transferrin receptors. This would result in proper
regulation of iron intake.
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